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Project details

Client Hof Weissbad AG

Architecture Oester Pfenninger 

Architekten AG

Project type Hotels and restaurants

Construction type Wood element 

construction, Free Form

Services General contractor 

services (GC)

Construction 2018

Locality Weissbad

Country Switzerland
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A tunnel-shaped structure

A hotel is undergoing a transformation – to become a resort. As part of its expansion 

plans, Hotel Hof Weissbad had its own flower shop built for its in-house florist. The 

venue can be rented out in the evening for small gatherings with up to 20 attendees. 

The client Hof Weissbad AG tasked us with providing project consulting, 

architectural and planning services. We accompanied the project as the general 

contractor and were also responsible for site management and turning the timber 

structure and interior design into a reality.

Covering an area of 85 m , the single-storey flower shop doesn’t take up much 2

space. But the building still stands out thanks to its special architecture. And 

deliberately so – the architectural concept states that the shop shouldn’t be viewed 

as a building but as an object. The load-bearing timber structure made of curved 

timber frames forms a 17 m long tunnel-shaped interior. At the same time, it defines 

the character of the flower shop ‘object’. The Flickflauder restaurant, which is also 

part of the Hof Weissbad hotel complex, provided inspiration for the flower shop’s 

design.

The spruce/fir facade covers both of the building’s long sides and the sloping roof of 

this unusual structure in a single piece, as it were. Windows are installed at the front 

and back and on one side of the shop. Along these sides, the facade only covers 

two thirds of the building’s height, so the bottom window remains uncovered for the 

entire length of the building.

Specific Contact

Migga Hug

Head of GC & TC Services | Architectural 

planning | Switzerland

Member of the Division Management

T +41 71 388 58 23

migga.hug@blumer-lehmann.com

tel:41 71 388 58 23
mailto:migga.hug@blumer-lehmann.com
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The flower shop is where Hotel Hof 

Weissbad’s in-house florist works.

  

After closing, the flower shop becomes an 

event location for smaller gatherings with up 

to 20 attendees.

    

Its unusual shape means the building 

makes an impact yet still blends 

harmoniously into its surroundings.
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